
Global security investment by corporations
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The majority of companies are not 
effectively utilizing 80% of their 
implemented solutions.

66% of companies do not recover 
from a cyber attack.

In 60% of cases, the attacker infiltrates 
the company in 1 minute.

Many solutions do not block 54% of 
emails which include ransomware. 

15% of vulnerabilities are due to 
improper security solution settings. 

Attackers infiltrate companies via email or web browsing. Traditional penetration tests may take several months. By contrast, 
we perform black box, multi-vector assessments within a few hours, producing accurate reports and suggestions to remediate 
issues by leveraging Cymulate’s Breach & Attack Simulation platform.
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Security solution

Attack Vector *1

Global Corporate Security Statistics and Issues Confronting Corporations 
Cost-effectiveness is difficult to measure in cybersecurity. It may take several months to grasp the effectiveness of a regular 
cybersecurity test. By contrast, It only takes a few hours for ABeam’s security test service to allow you to assess its 
cost-effectiveness under comparative evaluation.

Overview of Service

Security effectiveness assessment contributes to corporate value. It delivers effective cybersecurity to 
keep business sustainable, while also improving your corporate defense capabilities with effective IT 
investment.
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Increase corporate value with appropriate security investment
and responses to the latest threats

Security Effectiveness Assessment
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*1 Vector indicates a unit of assessment. Assessment menu can be selected in Vector units.
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Please contact us if you have inquiries relating to services 
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＜E-MAIL＞
■Investment: high
■Score: 30 points

<ENDPOINT：AS-IS>
■Investment: low
■Score: 70 points
<ENDPOINT：TO-BE> 
■Investment: moderate
■Score: 60 points

<LATERAL MOVEMENT> 
■Investment: low
■Score: 40 points

Feature (1) Confirm your company’ s relative security level

Feature (2) Confirm investment effectiveness and assess additional needs based on facts

Marunouchi Eiraku Building, 1-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, 100-0005, Tokyo 
ABeam Security®
JPABSecurityAdmDL@abeam.com

www.abeam.com
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Services Features
Industry Benchmark - Without a platform that compares results, evaluating your security level with respect to other organizations is 
impossible. As part of our service, we will Benchmark your company’ s relative level of security. This can be combined with the evaluation 
of your security investment to confirm the effectiveness of present investments and to assess the need for additional future investments.  

Cymulate’s Solution Overview
Breach and Attack Simulation provided by Cymulate adopts offensive multi-vector approach to strengthen corporate security 
capabilities. Our service simulates enormous number of  cyberattack scenarios and allows you to take effective actions to remediate 
the threats.
Named a "Cool Vendor" by Gartner in 2017 and 2018, Cymulate is an on-demand SaaS-based platform that lets users run simulations 
24/7 from anywhere, shortening the usual testing cycle, and speeding up time to remediation.


